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Dear Mr. Nolte,

I went to the Borneo territories with the clear assmmption that Greater
Malaysia, the merger of Malaya Singapore, Sarawak Brunei, and North Borneo,
is certain to be realized in the very near future. I had known that there was
opposition to Malaysia in the Borneo territories, an opposition that is not
reported in the alayan papers but I was unprepared for the depth and the com-
plexity of that opposition.

In all three territories there is a growing sense of protest that some-
times 6pposes and sometimes supports Malaysia depending on the particular
mixture of the highly variable conditions of peoples, ernments resources
and political development that the territories display. An understanding of
this protes its Yariability, and its significance for Malaysia requires some
exposition of the conditions in each of the three territories.

SARAWAK. Once ruled by the Sultan of Brunei, Sarawak was ceded to James
Brooke, Englishman, in 18l for his part in putting down an uprising of Malays
and Dayaks near Kuching. This began the famous llne of White Rajahs who ruled
until 1946 when the country was turned over to Great Britain as a colony. With
the Royal Navy, the White Rajahs helped clear the pirates that terrorized the
Borneo 3eas and brought peace and a little development to the country.

Almost as large as Malaya (48,000 square miles compared with Malaya’s
51,000), Sarawak is a vastly underdeveloped land of jungles, mountains, rivers,
and pacified headhunters. Although it is developing rapidly, the road system
is not extensive and most transportation is by river into the interior or by sea
al@ng the coast. (I traveled 90 miles upriver from Sibu to Kapit to visit some
longhouses and to get the "feel" of the colony’s transportation problem. It took

me some days thereafter to get the "feel" of those 18 hours on hard board seats
out of my backside.) The soils are not rich and apart from nearly depleted oil

reserves in the north and some bauxite and limestone, the mineral wealth of the
colony is not great.

The colony’s total population 744,000 is composed of a number of

v-aried indigenous groups, a large minority of Chinese, and a very small group
of Europeans. The Sea Dayaks, or Ibans, are the largest group, numbering about

237,000. Together with the Land Dayaks (58,000) and other indigenous groups (39,000),
they bring the total non-Muslim popul&tion to slightly less than half the
colony’s population. There is a large Malay population (129,000) that has

had some success in converting the Melanaus (46,000) to Islam. There are also

the ubiquitous Chnese some 229,000, making almost a third of the. total.

The Se Dayaks are the old Borneo headhunters, still living in longhouses

still displayi a few dusty skulls, and still practising shifting cultivation
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of dry hill-grown rice. A longhouse might contaiu from i0 to 90 fsmilies,
esch occupyin= seoarate cubicl alon. the back of the house and sharing
with oters the wide covered veranda th oe pocb along the fot
he hose ll ce is plerted sfter the je is brned off and hole
are oed into tb ound with d stics A olot s plante for one year
oy and s eally to be eft or I0 to 15 yeas before it is au+/-ed agau
Thus oe longhouse might have a wde area of land under native customary
rights, over which the cultivators sift from year to year in a pattern that
is as old as the Dayaks in Sarawako Population pressures and sale of land,
to the Chinese, have reduced the cycle in some cases to as few as three yeas

This type of cultivation is etremely unpro@ctive, giving only one-ffth
the yields obtained n wet rce cultivation. Te shif+/-in@ ctvation is

intimately tied to a complex system of native customary rights to land

toether these form the sngle greatest obstacle to economic development in
the rural sector

A Dayak Lomghouse

A longhous e
veranda, complete
with skulls taken
from lndonesians
fouty years ago



GDN-12 --When the Colonia? government took over from the Rajah, it agreed to
protect native customary rights. Now the problem is to settle the shifting
agriculturalists to make them more productive and to decrease their land
requiremetso Then customary r.gbts can be extinguished by conseut aud land
can be made available te others yho wll cItvate t ntensvel. The
Agriculture Department is using the rubber to settle the Dayaks and. better
rice production with fertilizers to secure their food spply Yn the coastal
areas wet rce an coconuts are being use for the ss.e .Duroose. Wth the
colony’s poor soils this is a lou and dSfficult oocess and whSle it is gon
on there is rowing resentment among some natives who .see Chinese encroachments
onto their lads. This is just one small part of the complex set of relations
relevant to Ma]_aysia

The Ma]s.ys are coastal frmers an fishermen au are foun 5 large numbers
in the administration, where they once held a virtual monopoly hre is a

long history of exploitation of the Dayaks by the Malays that began with the
old Brunei Sultanate and was ot fully eradicated under the Rajahs, nor does it

Bringing home the rice...

and threshing t by
foot, a job for the
whoie family.
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seem completely absent today. Malay government boatmen sometimes quietly
trnup wth a few chickens as they take government officers on the rounds of
longhouses. Here is a legacy of Dayak-Malay animosity that provides another
sma. piece for the Malaysia puzleo In addition, for reasons of religion
and economic disparity, there ..s the same Malay-Chinese animosity that is found

Nalaya, although it is less ponounced in Sarawak where there was no Emergency.

As in the rest of Soulheast Asia, the Chinese appear as the most indus-
trieus and enterprising race. They are largely urban dwellers, but where
possible they have moved onto the land to engage in intensive, cultivation of
cash crops. They also show th@ same industry as all overseas Chinese in pro-

tectin their culture by erecting schools and temples and indulging in their
strong sense of cultural superiority, not without its effects on Malaysia

A Chinese
New Year
dragon dance
on the streets
of Kuching.

Of all the three territories, Sarawak appears most advanced in political

development. For some years the civil service has faced growing political

activities, especially among the Chinese where the Conists have made some

gains. The government is now giving attention to economic development, with a

new planning office under the Financial Sretary, and has recently turmed its

attention and priorities to rural development. The pace is not rushed, however,

an8 some native leaders complain of a lack of a sense of urgency in the goverm-

ment. Nonetheless,real progress is being made, especially i development

accompanied by a devolution of power to local concilso This may well turn out

to be the most important development the colonial government will bequeath to

the rising indigenous leaders.

NORTH BORNEO. Like Sarawak, North Borneo is a recently acquired colony

of Grat Britain. It became a colony in 196 after 65 years of rule by the

British North Borneo (Chartered) Company, better lown as The Chartered Company

Slightly more than half the size of Malaya, North Borneo is rich in soils,

minerals, timber, and a primitive but industrious population

The total population in 1960 was 454,000, of which the Dusuns (146,000)

were the largest group. Together with the mere primitive ruts (22,000) and
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other indigenous (80,000), they bring the indigenous men-Muslim population
to about 55% of the total The Bajaus are the chief Muslim peoples with
about 62,000, or 13% ef the total populationo The 105,000 Chinese make up
a final 23% of the population

As in Sarawak the indigenous non-Muslim peoples, concentrated on the West
coast, practise shifting cultivation o dry hill-rice The better soils and
the less c@mplicated land laws mak the problem of settling the shifting
cultivators simpler here than in Saravako The government’s program of
settling nvolves the use of wet rce and land development schemes, in which
the indigenous peoples have responded with a willingness to change that, if
anything, outstrips government efforts to provide the means of change.

With the industry of the utlves and the abundance of good lands, there
has been little oportunity for the emergence of strong nstive-Chinese ani-
mosities. There has even been a fair amount of intermarriage between the
ntves ,and the Chinese and the resulting Sino-Dusuns are acclaimed by many to
be the most intelligent and energetic ethnic group in the colony.

The Bajaus, descendents of the notorious pirates that terrorized these
seas for centuries, now practise the more peaceful arts of fishing, largely
on the east coast. Thus the geographic separation of the MuslSms om the non-
-sllms, and the absence of dominance of either group in the administration hmwe
precluded the kind of Muslim-non-uslim anmoslty that is one of the lesser
divisive influences in Sarawak.

Of the three territories, North Borneo suffered the greatest damage
during the war. The Japanese ccupation took a heavy tell of lives, in-

cluding many local government people, and the liberation levele the towns.
The mew colonial government set about the task of reconstruction with great
activity and has produced some of the best planned and most modern towns and

ports in this part of the world. In the &s few years the goverament has

began to turn its attention to rural devel.pment nd road censtructlon th
la@r was considered a luxury a few years ago when the colny was still con-

ceived of s a collection of ports. As in Sarawak, local leaders argue th&t this

c@mes Irate amd with insufficient emphasis. Town and port construction did,

hewevr provide the infrastructure within which private entrepreneurs could

Urban renewall in
Jesselton: a new
market.
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Jesselton:
modern shop-houses
and apartments.

and did come forward with great vigor and today exports of rubber and timber
are providing foreign exchange and government revenues to pay for rural dev-
elopment.

BRUNEI. A tiny enclave of just over 2000 square miles wih 8,000
people is all that remains of the once great Sultanate of Bnel. While the
country has grown smaller, however its wealth has increased immeasurably, for
oil was discovered in Seria, south of the capital, in 1929. Since then Shell
Oil Company has dominated the financial stcture of the country just as His
Highness Sir Omar Ali Saifuddin, O., S.P.M.B., D.M.N. ,D.K. (Kelantan), D.K.
(Johore), K..M.G, dominates its political and social structure.

On the coast in the south oil wells dot the landscape and the seaseap@.
Natural gaseare flared off with a rear and a brilliant flame th can be
seen in Brunei Town on a clear night. The field iself is rich and easy to
exploit, ielding up about 40% of the oil in the ground compared with an
average of 28 in the U.S. fields. Since 1929 more than 48 million barrels
have beentaken out bringing an income to the Brunei government of mere than
$ 800 million in royalties nd income taxes.

Over 90% Of the 1959 state revenues of li$ 130 million came from ell:
$ 6 million from income tax (all but half a. million paid by Shell),
$ 9 million in royalties from oil, and
the investment of pas revenue surpluses. pert statistics rvide an eve
more .dramatic picture of the dominance of ell.
$ 300 million of the total M$327 million exported. The only other figure ef
any size was/:M$ 16 million for exposed cinematographic filmo

Beiis a country of mosque-and-movie-goers.

Accurate data are not fully available from the 1960 census bat it is

w that the Brunei alays (slim) account for about half of the

population. Indigenous non-slims (Kedayans, Dayaks ,. Muts, and Dusums )
probably account for one-quarter, and the Chinese for about one-third of the

population.



Brunei- the dominance of mosque
and oil wells.

The indigenous peopS e are part-time peasants, growing wet-rice and
collecting jungle produce for sale. The Chinese are generally disqualified
from owning land so they are even more concentrated in urban commercial
occupations than in the rest of Southeast Asia. The oil wells employ about
2,500 people, of whom only a third are Brunei Malays. Outside of oil
government employs about 2,100, of whom 2,000 are Malays.

Today Brunei is an ioependent country, a Sultanate under the prtectlon
of the British government. A new constitution was proclaimed in 1969 giving the
Sultan ful executive authority, who would act on the advice of a Privy Council
an Executive Council, and a Legislative Council. The ouce powerful British
resdeut became the High Commissioner but the old apmtion still remains
aud local politicians argue that the country is still not fully independent.

Under the new constitution many of the oI Brattish civil servauts left and

their places were filled by Malay offices on loan from Malaya. This ws an
unfortunate turn of evts for local civil servants smarted under uew frustrations
and the Malayan officers proved to be far more arrogant and far S ess competent
than the British officers they replaced. This merely added fuel to th general
contempt the orthodox Bruneis feel for their more westernized alayan co-

religionists, and the rift between Brunei and Malayan Malays widened. It

reached a peak in 1960 when the Bneis beat-up a Malayan forestry officer,

irouicslly oue of the best of the officer on loan, and Malaya’s Prime Miulster,
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Tenku Abdul Rahman, was called in to help heal th rft

Brune. had one five-year development plan that started when the government
allocated MS 100 mllion for development iu 193o Despite the hgh level of
waste and the great energies devoted to spending, the underdeveloped adminis-
traction was able to get rid of only 60% of the allocation in the five-year
period. hn that amount generated very little indigenous enterorise for it
waslargely spent on foreign technicians and foreign materials to build new
government offices and a new capital to glorify the new MS 8 million mosque.
Thus in 1958 things gradually came to a halt and Brunei languished back into
its o, iet, small-town atmosphere, with only some new buldings and a spraced-
up town to recall its recent era of great activity. Now under the direction of
Dr. Joseph Gotld, new olanning mechanisms and new plans are being formulated.
If the Sultan buys this new five-year plan, Brunei may awaken again to a new
round of development activity that will have an effect on the country far
more profound than the lasto

G__REATE R__ALAY_____SIA, The threads of the Bornean reactions to Malaysia can
best be drawn together by considering the reactions of specific grops.

The Chinese provide the most organized, most intelligent, and most consis-
tant opposition to Malaysia The slogans and the jargon l@ave little room for
doubt of the Communist influence in this oppo.sition, especially in Sarawak:
"Resulutely Struggle Against ColOnial Rule" "Scientific Political Insight Can
See hrough Dirty Political ReaIt+/-es" The reasons for ths opposition le
primrly in the threat to Communism posed by the experienced anti-C.ommunist
MaS a.van government.

It is unfortunate r the Chinese that their ooposition has become identified
as Communist inspired: for this discredits the more legitimate aspects of th&ir
opposition. These include the fear that Malaysiwill mean second class status
for the and a threat to what they see as their way of lifeo To the Chinese
Malaysia is sim a new form of imperialism in which they are beg turned over
to another, and more hostile, foreign power.

They have no confidence in the promise of the Malayan government to write
safeguards of locsl autonomy into the constitution. They note correctly that
the Malayan constitution has already been amended twice without reference to the
wishes of the people and there is a legitimate fear that it could happen again
to remove any safeguards.

Chinese opposition is now organized in two political parties: North Borneo’s
United Party and Sarawak’s United Poples’ Party Both are growing in strength
and both try to be multi-racial as they claim membership and support of many
indigenous peoples. The leadership Is intelligent, articulate, and wealthy.
The leaders claim to be free from Communist influence, but not anti-Communist;
they argme they cannot afford to be anti anything except anti-col@nialist.
In long interviews I had with leaders of both parties, I wasimpressed with
the lack of Marxist or Communist jargon.

Ecnomically the Chinese feel they have nothing to gain from Malaysia.
They are justifiably proud of their colonies’ records of development and feel
that Malaysia. will dampen rather than stimulate further development



Among the 5,agenous Deop!s the’ oDpos5tio to Malaysia .erives lar:e].v
from their unhappy relations with the Mal,r nd their happy rels.tions with the
British In Sarawak there is the old Dayak-Malay animosity. The Brunei Malays
have had enough of the Malayans, and the Dusus of North Borneo do not view with
equanimity the possibility of the imposition of Islam as a state religion or of
Malayans taking over-from the Britfsh officers.

There is a widespread desire on the part of all od.genous peoples that
the British stay on, and a fear that Malaysia will mean that the British must
leave Th natives hs,ve been well treated and the colonies well served by the
BritiSh, and even I was impressed wth the h.gh calibre of the officers I met
The iu.genous peoples genuinely want these friendly, competent officers to stay.
One other reason for this is the clear realization that the altnstves involve
the take-over of the administration by the Malayans or the ChSnese.

Perhaps the most ambivalnt group of all are the British civil servants.
Officially they re all committed to MalaysSa, but individually they all chaff
under that officSal commitment. For a number of reasons this is more the case
in North Borneo thn in Sarawak. More experienced wSth ind enous Doltical
movements ,D. more aware of the threat of Communism, the Sarawak officers appear
to have accented the necessity and even the desirability of Mals.ysSa far more than
their brothers 5n the north. The Sarawak government, much to the consternation
of the opposStion, has been workiu effectively to dspel some of the misgivings
and the misunderstandings the IndSgenous people holS. for Mala.ysa.

The picture s different and far from f]atten in North Borneo. There the
civil servants talk of the good old days, less than a yea ago,’ when there was
not even the smell of a political natty. Wt is easy to get the mDression that
Ma]aysSa has come too rapidly for the civil servants It disturbs them an8 they
dislike beSug dSsturbed. Some loca] leaders have been quick to Identify this as
the normal reaction of people on top who see their suoeT’ior ositions threatened.
That is only part of the story. The civil servants see the orderly and gradual
process of transition to self government disrupted by crude Malayan politicians
using the Borneo territorSes as pawns Tbe vew with disdain the rapid rise
of uneducated local eaders who claim to speak for arge numbers of primitive,
unorganized natives. Of course, what these cSvil serva nts see as the orSerly
and gradual process of transition to self government, others see as horribly
slow progess that moves only when it is forced.

There is a more eneral form of oppos.tion t%t can be detected in all
groups. This is a sense of protest over chage that is coming too rapidly,
one that is forced from the outside, and one that is led and accompanied by
what appear as blundering Malayan politic.ians.

Last summer Tengku Abdul Rahman visited the Borneo territories and left
a staggering amount of ill willo A man who easily wins people with his affability
and sincerity, the Tengku alienated many by his lack of .knowledge and under-
Standing of the territorSes and their peoples. He was ill-advised and displayed
an astounding igne.rance of even such simple fcts as population figures and what
the indigenous languages are. No have the Malayans who followed come with any
more knowledge or understanding One gets the impression that Malasia will
materialize, but it will be something like a miracle and it will certainly not
be to the credit of the Malayans who have put their feet into ito

All is not oppositSon, however, and in some laces the opposgtion is

rapidly giving way to support for Malaysia. In the first olce everyone s
for Malaysa in p.nciple. .It is sdmitted to be a goo4. thin n the lon
un, but not now an8 not under these conditSons.
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Yt is the indigenous peoples, however, who seem to be swinging most
decidedly for Malaysia Th Malavs in Srawak snd the Bajaus in North Borneo
look for the special privileges an Islamic Malaysia will bring. (I was struck
b the constant references to "what the Tengku promised US o.." in my talks with
8arawak Malay politicians.) The Sea Dayaks in arswak hsve their ill feelings
toward te Chinese and look upon layss for protection in land mattersoSome of
these Dayaks also fought the Communists in Malaya and have some idea of what a
Communist threat is All this the Brtish civil servants can understand and are
ready to ooint out

More difficult for the civil servants to comprehend, however, is the growing
sense of fstrstion and. impatience in the natives with government develooment
efforts. Native lead@rs and some government people, keenly feel the lack of
sense of urgency on the art of government where rural development is concerned.
In both colonies development is the responsibility of the financial secretary
and development planning tends to be a fiscal exercise rather than a dynamic
attempt to modernize the country. Agricultural development, road building,
school construction almost inevitably lag behind the rising aspirations of new
native leaders.

This is perhaps most apparent in the field of education In both colonies
education is defined as a social service and highest priorities are given to
eonomic services But the natives want schools In parts of North Borneo
the primitive, unorganized natives are forming to build and manage heir own
native voluntary schools twice as fast as the government is building its own
primary schools. Last year here were 84 of these schools copared with 90
government primary schools, and the government is converting the native to
goernment schools at the fntastic rte of three per year.

The Malayan government has bee active in increasing native aspirations by
brig the Borneo lea&@rs to Malaya to view the development here The efforts
have been effective for the d.fferences in the character and speed of development
ars.easy.i.to see. One cannot drive ten miles in the Federation wthot seeing some
sgn of new development: new roads, new schools, land clearing, irrlgat+/-@n and
mor ueNschools. It is easy for the visitor to see that Malaya provides free
rimry education for all, and does have virtually all of its 6-12 year-old
children in school. It matters little that standards may have fallen a bit
in the great rush to mass education. For people wlling to build their own
crude schools, even the lowest standards represent an improvemntiover what they have.

Brnei is a special case. The opposition there cannot be won over with
promises of more schools or more development. The country already spends twice
asmuch aalaya on educatlon b more +/-hau it can possibly spend on
development. But the opposition aders can be bought off u a patter of intrigue
and counter-itrigue that is remiiscent of 19th century Malay polltcs. The
Malayans were recently eased Out of positions of power when a iht wing opposi-
tion emerged within the government. It was directed against the Sultan and h
programs and virtually brought the govermmem to a halt, but t was led by
close followers of the Sultan and even appears to bsv been engineered by the
Sultan himself

Last year there was a strong sense of opposition, with soe well organized

mass demonstrations, when the Sltn broke his promise to hold general elections
This combined w the ll-feellug over the Malayan officers and Brunei looked

like one of the most angry young ountries in the world. Now the anger is

gone. Leaders of the opposition sport new cars, subsidized businesses, snd go
off on world tours (it is rumored that the top man in the opposition will not
return until alays is settled) There is still some spirit of opposition,
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but it is dominated by apatbr ad resignation The leaders acknowledge that
the Sultan. is still supreme ruler and that his loyal subjects will fall n
^Tith whatever he decde’ abot .].,:.4a. And it is aN oen sect that tb
q]._tan ha.s bean oromised that he l. be the nvt in. (..each eta,re Sultan serves
fve years s Kng in Mala.ya) of Malaysia if it oes through

There is a ne_ dmenson added to Malaysia., one that was not present u
any past political changes in the Borneo territories. Govewnmeuts are turning
to the people to ascertain th.r wshes an to ]e_4t.me oolicies by referring
to the will Of the people. BTne has ts oz commsslon to convey, he desires
of tbe #eople to tb, ultan, and Great Britain has ..iust appointed a, commission
under Lord Cobbold to see] ott the views of the eoo3.es of Sarawak and North
Borneo. Ths natuwa!ly gives ne, stimulation to polit4cal organizational__ h&h
now have a definite job to do. They have b.u collecting signatures on petitions,
drafting memoranda and makin recommendations. On the basis of these the
commissions will make their recoeudations concerning Malaysia

The terms of the Cobbold Commission strengthen the view that Malaysia is
imminent. The Commission is not asking the people wht they want it begins
with statement of what is proposed an then asks people what they think of this
imminent action This does not mean that the form er the phasing of Malaysia
ae predetermineao It s acknowledged (confi6ntially) that the only thing
to which the colonial government is committed is .g..atting some kind of represen-
tation from the Brneo territories in the Malayan parliament as soon as possible.
The actual terms and timing can be worked out at a later time. The representation
appears necessary to keep the Malayans behind Malaysia so that the merger with
Singapore can be effected. As I explained in my last newsletter, this is
primarily to avert the threat of Communist subversion in Singapore and Malaya.

The task of the Cobbold Commission must indeed he difficult. They will
listen to and read thousands of representations and have set the goal of

producing their recommendations by the end of May. More than the sheer
quantity of work must weigh heavily upon the Commission however It does appear
that the Commission is committed to Malaysia, but in the mass of hearings it

wall hold it will be faced with an intelligent argument in opposition to
Malaysia, while the supoort wll largely come from people who want, "what the
Tengku promised us...."

It appear that the Commission will have to sift through this great mss

of opinions and to come up with a workable solut.on for Malaysia, and the

impression is strong that it will do this in time for Malaysi te be celebrated
in August of this year, along with Malaya’s fifth anniversary of Merdeka
(Independence). The prevailing (,aAd- somewha.t cynical) opinion is that

however primitive and unwilling, the pawns have been moved and the game will

gO on.

Pawns have been kn to revolt, however, and in the Borneo territories

there is talk of another Syria. While it appears certain that Malaysia will

materialize, the final outcome of the merger will not be settled for some time

Undoubtedly the most important player in this part of the game will be the
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Federation of Mlayagovernment. If jt olays intellently, allowing maximum
freedom to th---@Xtories while lending its weight to the stimulation of
rural de@elopment, the prospects for success seem bgighto There is even hope
that if the Borneo territories are treated well, the Sumatrans across the
StraSts, long suffering under an over-buzeaucratized, overcentralJzed Indonesian
government, might take the plunge and join an even Greater Greater Malaysia.
Then the Tengku will have the third inning of his Merdeka. The Federati6n
government has not yet displayed any real urgency in gaining some understanding
of the conditions of the Borneo territories and the aspirations of their peoples.
If the Malayan government wants to make a success of Malaysia, it will have
to act with far more restraint and underS’tauding than it has yet displayed

Sincerely,

Ness

Received New York March 9, 1962


